Recent evidence suggests that low and high firing neurons display different plasticity and dynamics. Here, we rank-ordered rat hippocampal CA1 units by firing rate and implemented a shuffle-correction to account for regression-to-the-mean. We found that sleep/wake states and state transitions affected lower and higher-firing neurons differently. Firing-rate changes within non-REM sleep, REM sleep, and state transitions from non-REM to REM all favored higherfiring neurons, with either smaller increases or stronger decreases among lower-firing neurons.
Introduction
Neurons fire to communicate at rates that vary between neurons and across time. The dynamic range of a neuron's firing is determined by a combination of membrane geometry, distribution and types of ionic conductances, and efficacy of synaptic inputs (Koulakov et al., 2009; Lim et al., 2015; Nigam et al., 2016; Roxin et al., 2011; Stuart and Spruston, 2015; Yassin et al., 2010) , and can quickly change, altering the neuron's encoding properties (Cheng and Frank, 2008; Lee et al., 2012) . Modulations in each of these properties can potentially alter a neuron's gain function or "excitability". Recent evidence suggests that a neuron's firing rate is homeostatically regulated (Hengen et al., 2013; Miyawaki and Diba, 2016; Vyazovskiy et al., 2009) , and that modifications in membranes and synapses can work to maintain the neuron's dynamic range (Marder and Goaillard, 2006; Turrigiano, 2011) . Several studies from different labs indicate that these modifications are at least partially state-dependent; the emerging picture is that firing rates of neurons increase during waking (Hengen et al., 2016; Miyawaki and Diba, 2016; Vyazovskiy et al., 2009) and decrease during sleep (Grosmark et al., 2012; Miyawaki and Diba, 2016; Vyazovskiy et al., 2009) , in a perpetual dance around a dynamic range. becomes singular when either FR 1 or FR 2 approach or equal zero. Therefore, in our analysis we opted to use CI.
In each analysis, we generated 2000 shuffled surrogates by randomly flipping FR 1 and FR 2 , and obtained shuffled mean and 95% confident intervals. The deflection index (DI) was defined as difference of CI from the surrogate mean.
Simulation of additive and multiplicative changes. Starting with n = 5000 "true firing rates" in period 1 (TFR 1 ) obtained from a log-normal distribution in CA1 pyramidal cells during non-REM sleep (0.536 ± 0.686 Hz, n = 50846) (Miyawaki and Diba, 2016; Mizuseki and Buzsaki, 2013) , and true firing rate in period 2 (TFR 2 ) was determined based on:
For no change: TFR 2 = TFR 1 For multiplicative decrease:
For additive decrease: TFR 2 = TFR 1 -b.
For our example, we set a = 0.090 and b =0.052, to match the mean ratio and difference between non-REM epochs in non-REM i /REM/nonREM i+1 triplets.
We also considered additive noise (SD a ) and multiplicative noise (SD m ) estimated from these triplets:
for additive noise: FR n = TFR n + N a , for multiplicative noise: FR n = TFR n × (1+N m ),
where N a and N m were zero-mean Gaussian distributed random values whose SDs, SD a and SD m , were determined above (SD a = 0.171, SD m = 0.592).
Results
We first set out to understand the relationship between variability and RTM in a population of neurons with log-normally distributed firing rates. We reasoned that variability might be either "additive noise", affecting all neurons by an equal amount, or else "multiplicative noise", proportional to each neuron's firing rate (also see Experimental Procedures). These scenarios are depicted for two snapshots from a population of neurons (n = 5000) where the only change comes from the noise term ( Figure 1A ). Naturally, additive noise has a larger relative effect on low-firing neurons. However, under both scenarios, lower-firing neurons show an apparent increased firing, while higher-firing neurons show an apparent decreased firing. This is RTM and can confound evaluations of true effects (e.g. from sleep). To control for this RTM, we instated a shuffling method in which we randomly flipped before/after indices and repeated the analysis multiple times to obtain a surrogate distribution. Under either (additive/multiplicative) noise scenario this surrogate data provided us with valuable "control" shuffle means and confidence intervals for each quintile. We defined the "deflection index (DI)" as the difference between the observed change index (CI) and the surrogate mean within each quintile. These DIs were not significantly different from zero when changes were due only to noise ( Figure 1A ).
We then examined DIs under two scenarios with a simulated effect in addition to noise: when firing rates were decreased across the population, either multiplicatively (Scenario 1), by an amount proportional to each cell's initial firing rate ( Figure 1B ), or additively (Scenario 2), by a fixed amount for all cells ( Figure 1C ). Parameters for these effects were chose to simulate real data across non-REM sleep (see Experimental Procedures). In both scenarios, despite the incorporated decrease, lower-firing neurons appeared to increase firing, based on the CIs.
However, under Scenario 1 the evaluated DI's correctly depicted a uniform decrease across the population ( Figure 1B ). Meanwhile the additive decrease under Scenario 2 produced a larger relative effect on the DI in low-firing cells than in high-firing cells ( Figure 1C ), as expected.
Thus, the shuffle-method produces DIs that can effectively describe and differentiate the two scenarios under either noise model, and control for RTM.
We next applied this method to hippocampal firing changes within non-REM and REM stages of sleep. During non-REM sleep, the average firing rates of (putative) pyramidal neurons increased (CI = 0.058 ± 0.002, p<10 -300 , Wilcoxon signed-rank test; Figure 2A ). While the CI alone appears to show the largest increase in low-firing cells, and a decrease in the highest-firing quintile, when shuffle corrected, in fact all quintiles, as well as (putative) interneurons, showed a firing-rate increase (Figure 2A ). While lower-firing cells appeared to show a smaller relative increase, firing increases were more uniform when we separated epochs depending on time-ofday and sleep-history ( Figure S1 A-C). During REM sleep, we found an overall net decrease (CI = -0.030 ± 0.003, p= 5.4 × 10 -19 , Wilcoxon signed-rank test; Figure 2B ), including in interneurons. This decrease was apparently additive: lower-firing cells showed the largest While firing rates of neurons change within each sleep stage, they also change between different stages. How a change in neuromodulatory background between sleep stages affects lower-and higher-firing neurons has not explicitly been tested. We therefore compared firingrate quintiles across transitions from the last third of non-REM to the first third of the subsequent REM epochs, and from the last third of REM to the first third of the subsequent non-REM epochs. Non-REM to REM transitions were marked by an overall decrease (CI = -0.186 ± 0.003, p < 10 -300 , Wilcoxon signed-rank test; Figure 2C ), with decreased firing in lower-firing cells but increased firing in higher-firing cells. Interneuron firing also increased, potentially driving some of the differences (Niethard et al., 2016) . In contrast, when REM transitioned to non-REM sleep, lower-firing quintiles showed increased firing while higher-firing quintiles and interneurons showed a firing decrease ( Figure 2D ). Interestingly, this transition was the only one we investigated that was not comparatively dominated by higher-firing neurons, but was instead marked by a renormalizing effect on firing rates across quintiles. Thus, non-REM sleep was unique in providing the initial background state for the most uniform firing among the population of cells, potentially because of lower effective inhibition.
These patterns were remarkably stable across early and late sleep in both light and dark cycles but there were also some variations according to time-of-day and preceding/following states ( Figure S1 ). Quantiles in non-REM sleep following waking in early light-cycle sleep (9 a.m. -3. p.m.) did not show the otherwise typical firing increases ( Figure S1 ), likely because firing rates were saturated following awake track running (6 a.m. -9 a.m.) (Miyawaki and Diba, 2016); these patterns resumed shortly thereafter following REM sleep. It may be worth noting that this In a recent study, we observed extended (~ 5s) periods of low-amplitude sleep, within non-REM, marked by substantially decreased power in the hippocampal local field potential and cortical EEG < 50 Hz (Miyawaki et al., 2016) . We referred to these as LOW states. We also detected microarousals (MAs), with waking EMG levels, during non-REM sleep (Watson et al., 2016) . MAs were recently reported to yield differential firing rate effects among low-and highfiring prefrontal cortical cells. We therefore examined how LOW and MA states affect hippocampal firing patterns. Comparing firing rates in non-REM from before (pre-) to after low-firing and high-firing neurons respectively appeared to increase and decrease firing, but this pattern reversed in the DI, shuffle corrected for RTM. These observations highlight the importance of correcting for RTM and suggest that LOW states differentially affect firing in lower and higher-firing cells.
To summarize and compare the effects we have observed for REM and non-REM sleep along with waking and the net result across sleep, we plotted changes in quintiles (and for interneurons) on the same scale ( Figure 4 ). This fixed scale well demonstrates that the largest changes occurred between, rather than within states and, aside from the REM to non-REM sleep transition, most changes were anti-normalizing. It also illustrates the comparative effects of transitions between waking and sleep. Within waking, firing rates increased (CI = 0.111 ± 0.010, p=1.9 × 10 -27 , Wilcoxon signed-rank test; Figure S2A ) and preferentially in median-firing neurons (Miyawaki and Diba, 2016) . Falling asleep was marked by an increase in firing rates in all quintiles (CI = 0.254 ± 0.004, p<10 -300 , Wilcoxon signed-rank test; Figure S2B ) Figure S2E ). Consistent with our previous report (Miyawaki and Diba, 2016), we found that, overall, firing decreased in all quintiles, but with a larger effect in lower than in higher-firing neurons. Likewise, across longer extended sequences of non-REM and REM sleep (> 30 min without interruption > 60 sec), firing rates of lower-firing cells decreased more ( Figure S2F ).
Interneuron firing decreased as well, illustrating that this firing decrease was not due to a rebalance in excitation and inhibition. Somewhat surprisingly, we did not observe similar changes when comparing the first third of REM i to the first third of the subsequent REM i+1 epoch ( Figure S2G ). This may be because of greater firing variability or saturated firing during REM sleep (Miyawaki and Diba, 2016) that masks changes. We also considered the possibility that each neuron has its own set point within the log-normal range of firing rates, and that sleep and waking move neurons relative to their individual set points (Hengen et al., 2013) . For this analysis, rather than investigating changes across firing rates, we calculated ratio of firing rate for each neuron relative to their session mean firing rates and determined quantiles by combining all epochs. Interestingly, these patterns ( Figure S3 ) were highly similar to those seen in Figure 4 without individual normalization.
Discussion
In this work, we aimed to understand how low and high firing neurons are affected during and across REM and non-REM sleep and waking states, which is important for a better understanding of the function(s) of sleep states in mammals. We tested for RTM under two conditions. In the presence of multiplicative noise, lower-firing cells showed an apparent firing increase while higher-firing neurons showed a similar apparent decrease. When noise was additive, lower-firing cells showed a relatively larger effect. Some combination of additive and multiplicative variability is likely to be present in neuronal recordings. Overall, this analysis advocates caution in interpretation of increases and decreases that affect lower and higher firing neurons respectively. RTM alone describes a basic homeostatic effect. By measuring changes relative to a surrogate distribution obtained by random shuffles of the real data, we were able to measure effects beyond RTM, with significance determined by effect size and variability in the data. We found that, in general, sleep states and state transitions do not affect neurons uniformly, firing increases were significant across quantiles, though exact patterns also depended on timeof-day and preceding/following states, ( Figure S1 ). Likewise, following REM onset, as REM epochs developed, shuffle-corrected firing rates decreased across the population, and with a lower decrease in higher-firing neurons. More dramatically, the non-REM to REM transition led to a firing increase in the higher-firing cells, but a decrease in lower-firing cells. These patterns are largely consistent with multiplicative changes in firing rates coupled with additive decreases.
These decreases therefore affect all neurons by a similar amount, regardless of whether they are high or low firing cells, and they are manifest by a higher-relative decrease in lower-firing neurons.
The net effects of these transitions, from the beginning of one non-REM epoch to the beginning of the next one, or from the end of waking to its subsequent onset, were consistent with previous reports ( 
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Figure legends

Figure 4
Firing rate changes across sleep. Summary plot of changing deflection indices through multiple non-REM (NREM) and REM epochs (see also Figure S2 ) shown on the same scale. Top panels depict average changes within epochs (note also Figure S1 : these can vary depending on time-of-day and preceding/following states), and upon transitions. Bottom panels show changes from the first third of NREM i (or REM i ) to the first third of NREM i+1 (or REM i+1 ) for all quintiles, as well as changes from the last minute of waking before sleep (Wake i ) to the first minute of waking after sleep (Wake i+1 ). Error bars indicate SEM.
Supplemental Information
Change index and difference in log firing rate. Because neuronal firing rates are log-normally distributed, a recent study used the difference of log firing rates (∆logFR) to evaluate firing changes across sleep (Watson et al., 2016) . We therefore compared this measure to the CI we use here and elsewhere (Miyawaki and Diba, 2016) . When firing rates FR i = TFR ± N (I = 1,2), (true firing rate plus noise) ∆ LogFR and CI are given as follows: 
diverges. We therefore prefer to employ the CI to evaluate changes. 
Supplemental Figure Legends
Figure S3
Summary of changes in normalized firing rates. Firing rates were normalized by the ratio of each neuron's firing rate to its session mean, pooled across epochs, then separated into quintiles.
The same shuffling method as before was used to generate surrogates. Patterns were remarkably similar to those for log-normal (non-normalized) firing rates (Figure 4 ). Error bars indicate SEM. 
